
Brain into gear activity: Lesson 17
Look at the famous fashion designers
Tick any designers you have heard of.
Write down if you know any facts about them,
What are they famous for?
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Key words:  Research, Designer, Influence, Collate, Descriptive
What is a Mood Board
A collage of images and text expressing a certain topic or subject, often used to generate ideas or for design 
work.

Research Existing Fashion Designers to 
create a mood board & fact file 

1. Open a blank PowerPoint document.
2. Save it as <your name> Designer 

research.
3. Open a web page to Google.
4. Type in keywords  <designers name>.
5. Select images of interest to paste to your 

mood board.
6. Create a theme to your mood board by 

changing background colours and fonts.
7. Add key words and information to 

explain your designer & their textile 
work/style.

Learning Outcomes

1-2 Choose a designer & find an image of the 
designer. Paste into PowerPoint. Add a title.

3-5
Find images of the designers work and paste 
them onto the mood board.

6-7 Computer generated Mood board(s)
- Create a theme to your mood board
- Change background colours and fonts.
- Detailed information 
- Selection of images to inspire ideas 
- Add key words and information to explain 

your designer & their textile work/style.

8-9 Use descriptive words to explain your designer 
& their textile work/style, include your 
opinion.
You could included your own sketches.

Learning Focus: - To research existing fashion designers to inspire new ideas
- Develop presentation skills using ICT 

.



Skills/traits that artists & designers must have

Creative & 
Artistic

Problem 
Solving



Fashion designer Computer game designer Interior designer

Window dresser Sculptor Illustrator Architect

Painter Textile designer Graphic Designer

Web Designer Builder Furniture designer Set designer

Photographer Fashion Buyer     Ceramicist Make-up artist

Visual Merchandiser Bag designer           Hat maker           Graffiti Artist

Children’s book illustrator Sign maker Car designer               Engineer   

Costume designer Cartoonist Film maker            Jewellery designer         

All these jobs/careers are linked to studying Textiles 

Task: List your top 3 jobs

definition of careers
an occupation undertaken for a significant period of a 
person's life and with opportunities for progress.

https://www.google.com/search?q=definition+of+careers&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwju2uvN6pjuAhVioVwKHdd3BzYQkeECKAB6BAgDEC8


Task: Choose 1 of the Textile Designers

•Yves Saint Laurant
•Vivienne Westwood
•Coco Chanel
•Mary Quant
• Julien McDonald
•Paco Rabanne
• Issey Miyake

• Christian Dior 
• Giorgio Armani
• Balenciaga
• Burberry
• Karl Lagerfeld
• Marc Jacobs
• Versace



Example of a Mood board 







PowerPoint Tips • ALWAYS save your work at 
regular intervals!

Try using different background styles to create different moods 
i.e. pink or floral = feminine 

Explore different style & 
colour fonts. 

Use Picture Tools to edit 
pictures

Explore different arrows, shapes and text 
boxes.



Jimmy Choo

Born in Penang, Malaysia, in 
1948, Jimmy Choo used the 
craftsmanship he learned 
from his father, also a cobbler, 
to create some of the most 
coveted shoes in the world.

After learning from his father about the 
craft of shoemaking, Choo made his way to 
England in the early 1980s to study at the 
Cordwainers Technical College in Hackney, 
where he graduated with honors in 1983.

Choo opened his first shop in Hackney in 
1986 in an old hospital building. It didn't 
take long for Choo's reputation to build. 
Within two years of opening his shop, 
Choo's shoes were featured in an eight-
page spread in Vogue magazine.

Soon, Choo became the darling of the 
celebrity world, in particular Princess Diana, 
who donned Choo's footwear seemingly 
everywhere she went.

Tamara Yeardye Mellon, an accessories 
editor at Vogue, approached the 
shoemaker about partnering to create 
a line of ready-to-wear footwear.

Choo and Mellon quickly grew the 
business, keeping the focus on creating 
high-end footwear. They contracted 
with Italian factories and opened their 
first boutique shop in London.

By the late 1990s, Choo had stores in 
Los Angeles and New York.

In 2001, Choo sold his half of the 
company to Robert Bensoussan of 
Equinox Luxury Holdings for $30 
million.

Jimmy Choo has returned to his roots at a small shop he opened in London, which serves as the headquarters for the 
exclusive Jimmy Choo Couture line. Choo crafts a small number of pairs of shoes each week and trains a select group of 

students on how to make high-end footwear.



Jimmy Choo



Born in 1941, in Derbyshire, 
UK. She came from humble 
beginnings. Her father was a 
cobbler, while her mother 
helped the family keep ends 
meet by working at a local 
cotton mill.

At the age of 17, she found 
work at a local factory and 
eventually enrolled at a 
teacher training school.

She worked as a teacher making jewellery on 
the side.  In 1971, Mclaren opened a boutique 
shop in London and started filling it with 
Westwood's designs. When Mclaren became 
manager of the Sex Pistols, it was Westwood's 
designs that dressed the band and help it 
carve out its identity.

When punk became less popular, Westwood 
went an entirely new direction with her Pirate 
collection of frilly shirts and other attire. Her 
styles have also included the mini-crini of the 
1980s and the frayed tulle and tweed suit of 
the 1990s.

Twice she has been named British designer of 
the year and was awarded the O.B.E. (Most 
Excellent Order of the British Empire) in 1992.

Vivienne Westwood



Vivienne Westwood



Quote: “Authenticity, simplicity, warmth and elegance are qualities I 
strive for in residential projects. A well-designed space is as much a 
quiet refuge as it is a place of entertainment; it is a balanced whole 
that brings peace as well as new energy to its users. 

Ultimately, good design should move the human spirit.
I strive to surpass the purely functional aspects of my work, and fill 
the space with quiet yet uplifting beauty that will stand the test of 
time.”

Background: The 55-year-old Singaporean architect is the 
founding principal and design director of SCDA Architects, 
established in 1995. 

He has received numerous awards, including the inaugural 
Singapore President’s Design Award, Singapore Designer of the 
Year, the SIA-Getz Architecture Prize for Emergent Architecture 
in Asia and two RIBA International Prizes. 

With offices in Singapore, Shanghai and New York, his portfolio 
ranges from luxury residences and private homes spanning 
Asia/Oceania, Africa, Europe and America to master planning, 
resorts and hotels, and commercial and institutional buildings. 

Soo K. Chan



Style: Taking a holistic approach, SCDA combines architecture, landscape, 
interiors and product design. Its projects express tranquility and calmness 
qualified by space, light and structural order, producing architecture and 
interiors shaped by cultural and climatic considerations and integrating 
nature and water features (lush gardens, water courts and air wells), which 
blur the line between inside and outside. More than just creating a set of 
drawings and specifications, he crafts a total lifestyle for them.





Background: Born in 1970, the Paris-based interior designer 
earned his stripes under Christian Liaigre then Philippe Starck. 
His first large-scale international project was The Mercer Hotel 
in New York City. 

After founding his own studio specializing in ultra high-end 
private residences, luxury hotels, company showrooms, and 
bespoke and series-produced furniture and lighting design in 
2002, Karl Lagerfeld contacted him directly for private 
residential commissions, the creation of a Chanel haute couture 
salon in Paris and the renovation of Coco Chanel’s historic 
apartment on Rue Cambon. 

He crafted the interiors of the flagship boutique of French 
couture house Nina Ricci in Paris and Bryan Adams’ beach house 
on Mustique Island in the Caribbean. Today, high-flying 
businessmen, art collectors and celebrities call on him to design 
their homes across the globe, and established hotels and real 
estate companies seek out his expertise in developing their 
brand image, attracted by his French savoir-faire.

Style: Leading a team of 12 senior interior designers and 
collaborating regularly with external architects, stylists, 
landscape designers, engineers and master craftsmen, he 
believes in made-to-measure design, catering to the tastes 
of his clients, whether it’s incorporating custom furniture 
in a historic setting, creating a showcase for an art 
collection with impressive views of the city or reviving 
French craftsmanship in an Art Deco apartment. His style 
is eclectic and refined, similar to the approach of 1920’s 
interior designers.

Tristan Auer







A Chinese fashion designer has used complex sensory technology to create a dress that moves, changes shape and even 
lights up when it is looked at. Montreal-based designer Ying Gao installed her high-fashion creations with eye-tracking 
technology so that they activate when they sense someone’s gaze.

Ying Gao 



What Have you learnt ?

• What style/collection did you like the most? Why?
• What is the designers signature style? 
• How can your chosen designer help to inspire your own work?
• How have you developed your ICT skills?

Plenary Questioning



Task – Using the topic provided, produce a piece of extended writing.  Ensure you use key DT words and ABC Oracy to 
develop your answers.

Start the discussion:
•I believe that...

•In my opinion...

•One argument may be that...

•I’d like to make the point that…

Agree (Point):
•What is your opinion ?

•What evidence can you provide to support  this 

• Why is this important? 

Build (Evidence):

•Advantages and disadvantages 

•Alternative processes / materials  

•Key Design Technology terminology 

TOPIC: 
Natural vs manmade fibres and the impact on the environment.
Plan your answer / list the key points you want to write about below

Extended Writing Assessment 

Challenge (Explanation):

•Justification (explain your answer

•Counter argument / alternatives
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